'Animal personality' is considered to be developed through complex interactions of an individual with its surrounding environment. How can we quantify the 'personality' of an individual? Quantifying intraand inter-individual variability of behavior, or individual behavioral type, appears to be a prerequisite in the study of animal personality. We propose a statistical method from a predictive point of view to measure the appropriateness of our assumption of 'individual' behavior in repeatedly measured behavioral data from several individuals. For a model case, we studied the sponge crab Lauridromia dehaani known to make and carry a 'cap' from a natural sponge for camouflage. Because a cap is most likely to be rebuilt and replaced repeatedly, we hypothesized that each individual crab would grow a unique behavioral type and it would be observed under an experimentally controlled environmental condition. To test the hypothesis, we conducted behavioral experiments and employed a new Bayesian model-based comparison method to examine whether crabs have individual behavioral types in the cap making behavior. Crabs were given behavioral choices by using artificial sponges of three different sizes. We modeled the choice of sponges, size of the trimmed part of a cap, size of the cavity of a cap, and the latency to produce a cap, as random variables in 26 models, including hierarchical models specifying the behavioral types. In addition, we calculated the marginal-level widely applicable information criterion (mWAIC) values for hierarchical models to evaluate and compared them with the non-hierarchical models from the predictive point of view. As a result, the crabs of less than about 9 cm in size were found to make caps from the sponges. The body size explained the behavioral variables namely, choice, trimmed cap characteristics, and cavity size, but not latency. Furthermore, we captured the behavioral type as a probabilistic distribution structure of the behavioral data by comparing WAIC. Our statistical approach is not limited to behavioral data but is also applicable to physiological or morphological data when examining whether some group structure exists behind fluctuating empirical data.
INTRODUCTION
An individual is an important hierarchical structure in biology. We aim to capture intra-and 41 inter-individual variations in behavior as a probabilistic distribution structure, because it is a of behavior (Kirschner and Gerhart, 1998) . At the behavioral time scale, the behavioral type can be for the four different aspects: (1) choice of sponge size (6 models), (2) amount of sponge trimmed 160 by cutting (8 models), (3) size of cavity (6 models), and (4) latency to produce a cap (6 models). 161 In each case, we built the statistical models specifying individual behavioral types as hierarchical 162 structures with parameters and performed MCMC samplings from the posterior distribution. Also, 163 we conditioned the variables with the carapace width, levels of leg absence, and gender. We specified 164 the models in the probabilistic programming language Stan (Stan Development Team, 2018) . We 165 used non-informative uniform priors for some parameters unless otherwise explicitly described. The ). All sampled draws were judged to be converged when R hat < 1.10, were used to construct 170 predictive distributions with WAIC on each model. All computations were performed in the R 171 statistical environment (R Core Team, 2018), and the Stan codes for each model were compiled and 172 executed through the R package rstan (Stan Development Team, 2018) . 173 We compared the predictive performances of the models using WAIC (Watanabe, 2018 (Watanabe, , 2010b . It 174 should be emphasized that the WAIC of a hierarchical model can be defined in several ways depending 175 on how a predictive distribution is defined. In our case, as we would like to construct a new distribution 176 regarding a new act of a new individual, we have to marginalize the intermediate parameters assigned 177 to each individual in the statistical model (Watanabe, 2018) . This is because we are interested in the 178 prediction of a new behavioral act when we get a new individual and a new behavioral act instead of 179 the prediction of a new behavioral act from the individuals sampled in this study. By performing this 180 procedure, we can equally compare a hierarchical model with a non-hierarchical model, because the 181 focus of the prediction in a non-hierarchical model is on a new behavioral act of a new individual.
MATERIALS & METHODS

182
Here we briefly describe the basic procedure based on Watanabe (2018). Let X n = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) be 183 an sample from the unknown true distribution and p(x|w) a statistical model with w assigned to each 184 individual. Furthermore, w is assumed to be taken from φ(w|w 0 ) to form a hierarchical structure.
185
In learning step, w 1 , . . . , w N animal is prepared. In prediction step, our statistical model is built like 186 p model (x|w 0 ) by marginalizing w out:
(1) 
where E w [ ] and V w [ ] are the average and variance operators, respectively, of the posterior distribution 197 of w. Note that the often used conditional-level WAIC is described in the Discussion.
198
Choice of material size (model 1 1) 199 To provide an overview of the specified models, we describe only the best-performing models in terms 200 of WAIC here. The other models are summarized in Table 1 . 201 We formulate a tendency toward a choice as µ[n, m] (m = 1, 2, 3 for M, L, skip, respectively):
where N act = 68 is the total number of behavioral acts, and ID represents animal identity (from 1 203 to N animal =38). µ is linked to the linear predictor in terms of the carapace width, CarapaceWidth 204 8/26 and the level of absence of leg, LegLack. The choice of an M size is fixed to zero. a choice L is for each 205 individual, thus it is hierarchized. d choice 0 is not hierarchized. The distribution of a choice L is defined as 206 the normal distribution with the mean a choice L0 and standard deviation a choice Ls :
The actual choice Choice is defined as the categorical distribution with the softmax function:
Thus, in this case, a statistical model p model (x|w 0 ) is set using the parameters:
Note that w = a choice L is marginalized out when we build the predictive distribution, so that it is not 
a cut is assigned for each individual. N act = 51 and ID is from 1 to N animal = 30. The distribution of a cut 217 is defined as the normal distribution with the mean a cut 0 and standard deviation a cut s :
The prior distribution of a cut s is defined as the half t distribution:
219 a cut s ∼ Student t + (4, 0, 10).
The mean area of a sponge trimmed by the crab λ is linked to the linear predictor with the log link 220 function:
d cut is assigned for each individual. The distribution of d cut is defined as the normal distribution with 222 the mean d cut 0 and the standard deviation d cut s :
The prior distribution of d cut s is defined as the half t distribution:
Altogether, the area of the trimmed sponge is modeled as the variable Trimmed. Its distribution of it is 225 defined as the zero-inflated Poisson distribution (ZIP) with the parameters ϕ cut and λ cut :
When a crab skips the trimming behavior, Trimmed is set to zero even if the sponge size is smaller 227 than the defined M and L sizes owing to measurement errors. Note that Trimmed is rounded off to an 228 integer. We assume that the rounding process has no significant impact on the data distribution. mean of the distribution is specified by lambda cavity with shape and rate parameters:
where the rate parameter was given as the shape over the log-linked linear predictor and a cavity is 234 the intercept for each individual. N animal = 30, andN act = 51. The a cavity is taken from the normal 235 distribution with the mean a cavity 0 and the standard deviation a cavity s :
latency (model 4 1) 237 We assume that the latency to produce a cap, Days, fits the ZIP distribution, which is similar to the 238 Trimmed case:
where N animal = 32, N act = 56. Note that b day is into this model to construct a hierarchical structure.
240
All the data and codes are available from the supplementary material. The behaviors of the two crabs were video recorded to confirm the Cap making behavioral sequence 247 when using an artificial sponge ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The crabs grasped either side of the sponge 248 using their second and third pereiopods, and trimmed small pieces of the sponge using their chelae 249 ( Fig. 2A upper left, upper right, Supplementary movie 1). They first visited the two sides of the 250 sponge. To make a cavity, the crabs rotated their bodies backward and grasped the sponge by the fourth 251 and fifth pereiopods. By repeating these behaviors, the crabs made a groove to cut off a portion of a 252 sponge. In 9 of the 10 trials conducted, it took about 50 min to cut the portion, and the crabs started 253 excavating as soon as they finished the trimming behavior. In the other trial, it took 19 min.
254
Next, the crabs made cavities by tearing off small pieces of a sponge ( Fig. 2A bottom, Supplementary   255 movie 2). It took 11 min on average to excavate the cavity. Then, the crabs rotated their bodies 256 backward in order to catch the excavated sponges with the fourth and fifth pereiopods while they kept 257 the portion grasped by the second and third pereiopods. Finally, the crabs released the second and third 258 12/26 pereiopods from the cap and carried it off ( Fig. 2B, C) . In terms of behavior, the crabs often rotated 259 their bodies forward, dorso-ventrally, to enlarge the cavity. It is rare for them to move laterally. They None of the 38 animals chose the S size sponge, and 7 animals skipped the cap making behavior (Fig.   266 3A). Therefore, we defined the choice as a random variable taking either of the three values: M, L, 267 or skipping. The hierarchical model assuming behavioral types 1 1 (Fig. 3A, B) outperformed the 268 non-hierarchical one in terms of WAIC (2.99 nat/sample in the difference, Fig. 3A-D , Table 1 ). The 269 posterior probability of the behavioral choices was more widely variable on model 1 1 than in model 270 1 6 depending on the individual difference specified as a choice L (Fig. 3B) . To show the variability, the white lines (Fig. 3A,C) . Note that the variability of the choice probability in the white curved lines 273 is smaller than the model 1 1 even if the number of lines are the same. Although the body size of the 274 animal indicated with the white arrowhead (Fig. 3A) is small, it preferably selected the size L. This
275
indicates a large inter-individual difference. In the case of either the hierarchical or the non-hierarchical 276 model, the behavioral choice of the sponges was better explained by the carapace width ( Fig. 3A, C; 277 Table 1 ). The estimated information gained by the model 1 1 against model 1 3 is 1.35 nat/sample 278 (Table 1) . This suggests that larger crabs tend to choose L size sponge rather than M size. However,
279
the crabs larger than about 9 cm carapace width did not choose the sponges. Six crabs just cut the sponge and did not excavate the sponge. We modeled the size of a cavity in a 298 cap (N animal = 30) as a random variable taken from the gamma distribution with the log link function 299 (Fig. 5) . The size increased with the carapace width, and the model considering individual behavioral 300 types performed best (Table 1 ). The WAIC of the hierarchical model 3 1 is slightly smaller than that 301 of the comparable non-hierarchical model 3 2 (0.08 nat/sample in the difference; Fig. 5A,B , Table   302 1). The individual with the arrowhead (Fig. 5A) was about 0.1 (Fig. 5B) . The predictability improvement is relatively small against that of sponge 305 choice, suggesting that the individual behavioral type would have a lower effect in the determination 306 of cavity size. We modeled the latency for cap making (from the choice of sponge to carrying) by 32 crabs as a 309 random variable taken from the zero-inflated distribution (Fig. 6 ). No obvious relation was found 310 between the carapace width and the latency, and the number of crabs that had carried the cap by the 311 next day. However, the hierarchical model 4 1 outperformed the non-hierarchical model 4 2 (WAIC 312 values, 1.10 and 1.28 respectively, thus 0.18 nat/sample in the difference).
313
DISCUSSION
314
First, we provide an explicit rationale and mathematical basis of our statistical approach for the 315 problem of quantification of the behavioral variability within and among individuals. Second, we 316 discuss the empirical data of the sponge crab through the lens of our statistical framework.
317
Statistical modeling from the predictive point of view 318 First, as a general theory, we state that the model construction for prediction is appropriate in our 319 case because of the difference between prediction and discovery of true distribution. Second, from
In case (a), the model is constructed by minimizing the generalization loss G n :
where q(x) is the true distribution of the data and p * (x) is the predictive distribution. Predictive 
the likelihood model p(x|w) whose parameter w is plugged in the ML estimator (MLE)ŵ(Data).
333
Bayesian predictive distribution is defined by the expectation of p(x|w) overall a posterior distribution 334 p posterior (w|Data):
The generalization loss G n is decomposed into two terms as below. The first term is independent from 336 the model and the second one is the difference from the true distribution and the predictive one, called 337 Kullback-Leibler divergence:
where p likelihood (Data|w) is a likelihood, φ(w) is a prior distribution, and Z n = 
holds by the definition of conditional probability. In statistical mechanics, F n is called 'free energy'.
344
Because of Data = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) , the true distribution of a data set is Q(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = ∏ n i=1 q(x i ). For 345 simplicity, we put x n = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). We rewrite the marginal likelihood Z n = Z(x n ) to emphasize that 346 it is a probability distribution of a data set. We consider the expectation of F n overall Q(x n ). Just like 347 the generalization loss, it is decomposed into the model independent term and the Kullback-Leibler 348 divergence from Q(x n ) to Z(x n ):
Thus, the expected free energy quantifies how different the marginal likelihood is from the true 350 distribution. By definition, Z(x n ) is the distribution of a data set, constructed by the model. In a 351 practical application, a data set is only an obtained set, hence F n is to be minimized.
352
For the above formulation, the following facts are known in statistics. Q(x n )F n dx n , minimizing the free energy F n is 'consistent'.
359
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Our statistical analysis considers (a). We argue that no distribution generates data in the finite set 360 of models, because our models are descriptive; they are not mechanistic models which represent 361 individual behaviors of the crabs. Hence, it is appropriate to construct predictive models.
362
Next, we explain estimation methods. ML estimation and Bayesian inference are the typical methods 363 used. However, they can be understood in a unified framework.
364
An analyst arbitrarily designs the simultaneous distribution of a pair (x, w)
where x is an observable variable and w is a latent variable. In the ML estimation, the existence of 366 the MLEŵ is assumed and φ(w) is set to δ (w −ŵ) whose realization is limited to the MLEŵ. As a 367 formality, this can be interpreted as the parameter w, which is the MLEŵ.
368
Let w be a real number. For an arbitrary real number a, the function δ (w − a) satisfies
Thus, it is clear that p(Data|w)δ (w −ŵ)/Z n = δ (w −ŵ) holds.
370
In Bayesian inference, φ(w) is a prior distribution. ML estimation can be described in the same way 371 as the Bayesian inference; ML estimation is the case when the prior distribution is fixed to δ (w −ŵ).
372
Accordingly, ML estimation and Bayesian inference can be understood in a unified way for the 373 parameter estimation. The method to be used depends on the purpose of statistical modeling.
374
In the construction of a predictive distribution, the following theorem has been proven. Let G ML n be inference is strictly positive and bounded (0 < φ(w) < ∞),
holds, where d is the dimension of the parameter.If the likelihood and the posterior distribution can be 381 approximated by a normal distribution, the equal signs hold.In this study, we use hierarchical models.
382
For them, the likelihood and posterior distribution cannot be approximated by any normal distribution.
383
Therefore, the Bayesian inference can make the generalization loss smaller than that of ML estimation, 384 i.e., it is appropriate for constructing a predictive model:
Third, we discuss the evaluation criterion used in our analysis. We consider the case ( 
we have
Note that we write the AIC in the scale of the generalization loss, not the deviance scale (2nA n ).
395
As 
we have 
where (x k ) l = (x 1 k , . . . , x N act k ) represents all given data for an individual. Note that the number of Table 1 . Summary of model structures and the predictive performances in WAIC. Abbreviations, intercept L: intercept in the linear predictor (LP) for the choice of L; intercept 1: intercept in the LP for the decision of trimming; intercept 2: intercept in the LP for the mean of the trimmed size of the sponge; CW: carapace width; Leg: degree of the leg lack; L and NO: parameters for L sponge and skipping, respectively; Choice: choice of whether to cut the sponge or not; Gender: gender of the animal; intercept 2: intercept in the LP for the mean of the days to carrying; Choice: choice of sponge size; ZIP: Zero-inflated Poisson distribution; WAIC: value of Widely-Applicable Information Criterion per sample; dWAIC: the difference of the WAIC of the model against the best-performed model. 
